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Excitation for Synthesis
A pitch contour was also obtained by use of the algorithm in "Pitch Extraction by Trigonometric
Curve Fitting" (Steiglitz, Winham, and Petzinger
1975). Deviations in pitch as much as 1/3 of a
semitone were observed. A semitone is a frequency
ratio of 2112, or about 6%, so the observed vibrato
was as much as +2% in pitch. Furthermore,the
higher formants of the linear predictive analysis
moved in a way correlated with the pitch, possibly
because the higher formants were tracking harmonics of the excitation signal. This suggested that the
pitch contour associated with a particularnote be
incorporatedin the synthesis so that the original
correlation of pitch variation with formant motion
would be preserved. We accomplished that by transposing the original pitch contour to the desired
pitch and by using the transposed pitch contour
with the frame filters that correspondedto the original pitch contour. Preserving the correlation between vibrato in pitch and formant structure
seemed to improve the realism of the synthesis.
The excitation signal itself was obtained using
the method described by Winham and Steiglitz
(1970), in which a table lookup of a closed-form expression for a harmonic series was used with a flat
spectrum. Its spectrum was then shaped by a 2-pole
bandpass filter, always centered at the fundamental,
with a bandwidth of about 1500 Hz. The resultant
harmonic series descends in amplitude monotonically and is a gross approximation of the spectrum
of a triangular waveform, which is probablya good
source for a bowed instrument.
In addition to transposing the original pitchtracking data, we also subjected the pitch to random deviations of +0.1 semitone. Seven such versions of each instrument, with different phases,
were added to create the effect of an orchestral section rather than a single instrument.
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where A(z) is the transferfunction of any causal filter. To transform (warp)the frequency axis we
choose the all-pass function
d+ z-
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If the original frame filter has the transferfunction
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the transformed filter has the structure shown in
Fig. 1, where the new coefficients are obtained by
the simple calculation

bL =

bL

b'j = b, + db',_l

i = L - 1,...,1

(4)

c, = l/(l+db',)

and the function B(z) is defined by
B(z) = A(z) - d.

(5)

B(z) has no feed-through term, so the signal-flow
graph in Fig. 1 has no delay-free loops and is therefore computable.
The effect of the transformation is to map the frequency axis by
(to) = o - 2 tan-

d sin(o)
1 + d cos(to)

(6)

In the Appendix to this article an efficient method
is described for realizing the filter with transfer

Therefore, if the original transferfunction has a
formant at w = 0o, the new transfer function
= 0. This shows that
will have one when b(wo)
when 0 < d < 1, formants are shifted up and when
-1 < d < 0, formants are shifted down. To a second-orderapproximation in o, ((w) is linear at the
origin, with slope
1-d d
(0) =+
(7)
1 + d'
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Warpingof the SynthesisFilter

Fig. 1. Thestructureof the
warpedfilter.

the pitch harmonics. On synthesis of high violin
notes, therefore, we shifted the formants (via the
relation [61)by the same ratio as the pitch so as to
keep the high formants lined up with the pitch harmonics. This is not critical at lower pitches since
the pitch harmonics are more closely spaced.

In

Conclusion

I
I

so for small o, a formant at wowill be shifted to
approximately [(1+ d)/( 1- d)]0o.
We can view the frequency-warpingprocess as an
approximate way of scaling the psychoacoustic size
of the instrument. For example, in applying this
technique to speech the lowering of a woman's vocal formants gives the impression of a largerbut
still feminine source, while raising the formants
gives the distinct impression of a young girl's voice.
In the family of string instruments, a viola is
tuned 7 semitones lower than a violin, a violoncello
19 semitones lower, and a double bass 27 semitones
lower. We assumed that instrument sizes and formant structures are related in roughly this way and
used the values of d obtained from

Pine Ridge gives the intended impression of performance by an ensemble of strings. There are some
clear differences, however, which may or may not
be musically significant. The diminuendi, for example, sound artificial because no attempt was
made to change the excitation or formants with
loudness.
A linear predictive analysis of a few notes of a
musical instrument puts within easy reach a great
deal of musically useful information. A flexible
analysis-synthesis, combining a careful linear prediction with a synthesis programlike Music 4BFenables the composer to "play"real-sounding instruments with the computer. In this article we
have described a method that allows alteration of
the apparentsize of such instruments in a methodical way. Much work remains to be done in applying
the method to families of instruments other than
strings and in refining the technique.

Appendix
A Note on Variable Recursive Digital Filters, by
Kenneth Steiglitz1

Schiissler and Winkelnkemper [1970] note than
when
z is replaced by the low-pass-to-low-pass bi1
= 2-7/12, 2-19/12 2-27/12
(8)
linear
frequency transformation in the transfer
1-d
(8)
of a recursive digital filter, the resulting
function
d = -0.19946, -0.49958, -0.65259.
(9) direct form structure has
delay-free loops and is
we
wish
to
be retherefore not realizable without modification. John(Ifwe know a pair of frequencies
lated by the mapping, we can use Eq. (6) to find d
1. Reprintedfrom IEEEProceedings on Acoustics, Speech, and
precisely.)
Signal Processing 28:111-112, 1980. Copyright? 1980 by the
As noted earlier, high formants obtained from
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,Inc. Reprinted
linear predictive analysis of the violin tend to track with permission.
+
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son [1976, 1979] gives two methods for computing
the new coefficients in a realization which is in direct form, except for a factor of the form (1 + dz-L)k,

where k is the difference between the degrees of the
original denominator and numerator.In [Johnson
1976] he shows that the new coefficients of both
the denominator and numerator can be produced
at the taps of a network similar to the frequencywarping network in [Oppenheim et al. 1971; Oppenheim and Johnson 1972]. In [Johnson1979] an
FIRnetwork is used to recompute the coefficients.
(Mullis and Roberts [1976] discuss the recomputation of coefficients in a state variable realization.)
In this correspondence we describe another
method for realizing the transformedtransferfunction, one which preserves the all-pass substructure
inherent in the bilinear transformation,and which
results in a very fast coefficient recomputation.
We consider the transformation

creases by 1 the degree of the offending sum:
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where
c, = 1/(1 + db,).

If this is repeated L times, we get
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the transformed transfer function is
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The numerator can be implemented as it stands, as
described in [Schiusslerand Winkelnkemper 1970].
We therefore concentrate on the denominator: the
difficulty is caused by the constant term in the
sum. The following algebraicmanipulation de-
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Substituting B = A - d and equating coefficients of
b

M

D(z)

b:Ai

i=1

like powers of A, we get the recursion relations

Given the transfer function
N(z)

b'A'-'

i=l

Thus, we obtain the identity

and define
B(z)= A(z)-

E biAi-'
i=1
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biAi-l

i=l
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1
CL
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The transfer function B has no feedthrough term,
so this form of the denominator is directly realizable [Fig. 1].
When the numerator and denominator of the
original filter are of the same degree, Johnson's
form has the advantage of having the same filtering
complexity as the original filter, although both numerator and denominator coefficients must be recomputed, whereas the present method requires
recomputation of only the denominator coefficients. In the case of an all-pole transferfunction,
such as might arise in linear predictive coding, both
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methods result in a structure requiring more arithmetic to implement than the original.
A real advantage of the present method is the fast
coefficient recomputation: the new b's can be
found with only L multiplications, L additions, and
one division, in contrast with the techniques described by Johnson, which appearto require O(L2)
steps. The method also works without change for
any causal A; B is defined by subtracting the constant term from A.
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